Given a compact group M, we de®ne the notion of multiresolution of v 2 w with respect to an in®nite sequence of subgroups q 0 q 1 q 2 Á Á Á such that q I k0 q k is a dense subgroup of M. We give characterizations of various axioms of multiresolution, demonstrate the existence and give the construction of a wavelet basis for v 2 w. We also construct stationary multiresolution and wavelets from cyclic vectors. An example of multiresolution on a non-abelian compact group is given for the in®nite dihedral group, or isomorphically the real orthogonal group in dimension two. Ó
Introduction
The idea of multiresolution analysis introduced by Mallat [4] has proved to be a fundamental tool in the construction of wavelet, and has been extended in many directions. In [2] , Koh et al. examined the multiresolution of v 2 0Y 2p, the space of square integrable 2p-periodic functions, and proved some very simple yet elegant results. We recall the basic de®nition below.
For k 0Y 1Y 2Y F F F Y de®ne the operator k X v 2 0Y 2p 3 v 2 0Y 2p by www.elsevier.com/locate/laa
A sequence of subspaces f k X k P Z g of v 2 0Y 2p is called a multiresolution (MR) of v 2 0Y 2p if the following conditions hold:
MR1: dim k 2 k and there exists / k P k such that the set f l k / k X l 0Y 1Y F F F Y 2 k À 1g is a basis of k for each k, MR2: k k1 Y Vk 0Y 1Y 2Y F F F Y MR3:
Note that the set f l k X l 0Y 1Y F F F Y 2 k À 1g forms a group of unitary operators of v 2 0Y 2p, and is isomorphic to Z 2 k , the cyclic group of order 2 k , or isomorphically the group of 2 k th roots of unity. This paper is an attempt to extend the notion of multiresolution and to study their basic properties in a dierent direction, and is based on the observation that results in [2] are essentially group theoretical in nature, and can be better understood in the context of compact groups. To this end, we shall need to employ Peter±Weyl theory of representations of compact groups and operator Fourier transforms in the place of traditional Fourier series analysis.
Multiresolution of L
2 M with respect to a MR-group sequence Throughout this paper, let M be a compact group. We normalize the Haar measure on M so that the total volume of M is 1. Denote v 2 w the space of v 2 functions of M with respect to the Haar measure.
De®nition 1.1 @wEgroup sequene).
A sequence of ®nite subgroups of wY fq k g I k0 is called an MR-group sequence of w if the following conditions are satis®ed:
(1) q k q k1 Y Vk 0Y 1Y F F F Y (2) q I k0 q k is a dense subgroup of w.
Examples. (a) Let be the one dimensional torus:
ft P C Â X jtj 1gY
and q k ft P C Â jt 2 k 1g fe i2pla2 k jl 0Y 1Y F F F Y 2 k À 1g. Then fq k g I k0 is an MR-group of sequence of . More generally let U k ft P C Â jt k 1g. Then fU m k g I k0 is an MR-group sequence of if and only if m k jm k1 Y VkY and m k 3 I as k 3 I.
(b) Fix any compact abelian group A and an MR-group sequence fq k g 3 r of f into the group of automorphisms of A, de®ne the semi-direct product of A and B with respect to the action r as follows:
e o r f fY j P eY P fg with the group law
Suppose the action r preserves each q k , then we may form the subgroups q k o r f. Clearly fq k o r fg I k0 is an MR-group sequence of e o r f. Let v X w 3 v 2 w be the left regular representation of M in v 2 w:
where v 2 w denotes the group of unitary operators on v 2 w.
be an MR-group sequence of w.
is called a multiresolution of v 2 w with respect to fq k g I k0 if the following conditions hold: MR1: dim k jq k j and there exists / k P k such that the set fvq k / k g is a basis of k for each k,
Characterization of MR1
Let H be a ®nite subgroup of M and / be a representation of H in a Hilbert space
Denote L the left regular representation of H.
D the diret sum of m opies of the representtion vF
Proof. Suppose is linearly independent. Let Cr be the group algebra of r, where r acts by left translation. Recall that for a ®nite r, this is another realization of the left regular representation of r. De®ne a map
as follows:
and extend multi-linearly. is clearly surjective and r-intertwining. is easily seen to be injective since is linearly independent. Thus
Note that dim T mjr j. However (ii) implies dim mjr j so S must be linearly independent. Ã We now consider the following more general setting, but with the number of vectors m 1:
Let K be a compact group and / be a unitary representation of K in a Hilbert space H with the inner product hY i. Let u be a non-zero vector in H. Consider the K-invariant closed subspace spanf/uugX Question. When is /j Left regular representation of u ?
The next proposition is quite standard. We give a proof for the sake of completeness. Proposition 1.1.2. hefine the mp X 3 v 2 u y vk hvY /kuiY k P uF hen (i) is uEequivrint imeddingF (ii) spanfvuf u g, where f u u P v 2 u is given y f u k huY /kuiY k P uF (iii) /j is ontined in the left regulr representtion of uF Proof. One can easily check is a u-map. To see is injective, let v 0 for some v P . Then hvY /kui 0 for all k in u. Thus v P c , the orthogonal complement of in H. Since v P Y v must be zero.
Since V is the closed span of /ku, where k P u, and since T is a K-equivariant imbedding, we see must be the closed span of vu u. We thus have (ii).
(iii) follows directly from (i). Ã 
Thus g f is a wellde®ned operator for f P v 1 u, and in particular for
The following lemma is simple but important for our purpose. 
where dp dimp. Each vp is preserved by the left convolution operator g f . We let g f Yp g f j vp .
Theorem 1.1.6. vet f P v 2 uF hen the followings re equivlentX
Remark. IN (ii), the inverse of g f may not be bounded. We also note that the above implies that the set of cyclic vectors in v 2 u is closed under convolution.
Proof. Denote spanfvuf g, as before.
Ã is orthogonal to the K-translates of f and it will thus be orthogonal to V. Since v 2 u, we see that h Ã 0. Therefore h 0 which implies g f is injective.
Furthermore g f preserves vp. We claim that g f vp vp for all p P u, namely g f is surjective on vp. This is because g f is an injective map on vp and vp is ®nite dimensional. Thus vp is contained in the image of g f for all p. Since v 2 u È pP u vp, we see g f is surjective. (ii) A (i). Suppose g f is bijective. Let h P c . Then g f h Ã 0 again by Lemma 1.1.4. Since g f is injective, we have h Ã 0 which implies h 0. Combining this with the fact that V is closed, we see
Surjectivity of g f also follows easily from the surjectivity of g f Yp for all p P u, as in the proof of (i) A (ii). (iii) @A (iv). We have v 2 u pP u vp and by Peter±Weyl theorem, vp p È Á Á Á È p |{z} dp X Under this identi®cation, we have
Thus g f Yp is invertible if and only if f p is invertible. Ã Corollary 1.1.7. vet / e unitry representtion of u in rilert spe HD u P HF henote spanf/uugF hen the following re equivlentX (i) /j veft regulr representtion of uD
huY /kuipk dk is an invertible operator in the representation space of p for all p P u.
In fact we can give a stronger but equivalent condition of (iv). To do this, we pause to prove a general result for compact groups, which can be viewed as an analog of Bochner's theorem on positive de®nite functions. Proposition 1.1.8. vet / e unitry representtion of u in rilert spe
(a) Then for any p P u, and any vectors w 1 Y F F F Y w m in the representation space of p, we have
Further assume that u r , a ®nite group and f/r u i g 1 T i T m is linearly independent. Then
Proof. We have
Here hY i denotes inner product in the appropriate space. Fix a K equivariant isometric imbedding:
where z
This proves (a).
We now prove part (b). Recall the normalize Haar measure for a ®nite group is the counting measure divided by the order of the group. Thus
for any z P r . Since f/r u i g 1 T i T m is linearly independent, we see that i x À1 z 0 for xY z P r and 1 T i T m. Thus i 0 for any i. Since T is an imbedding and i w i , we conclude that w i 0 for 1 T i T m. Ã Corollary 1.1.7 together with Proposition 1.1.8 (m 1) imply the following corollaries.
Corollary 1.1.9. vet / e unitry representtion of u in rilert spe HY u P HF henote spanfpuugF hen the followings re equivlentX (i) /j veft regulr representtion of uD (ii) f u is yli in v 2 uD where f u k huY /kuiY k P uD (iii) g fu the opertor of left onvolution y f u D is ijetive on v 2 uD (iv) f u p u huY /kuipk dk is a positive de®nite operator in the representation space of p for all p P u.
The above results for compact groups will hold in particular for ®nite groups. In view of Proposition 1.1.1, we obtain the following corollary. Corollary 1.1.10 (Characterization of MR1). xottions s in hefinition IFPF he followings re equivlent:
Characterization of MR2
We list below some well-known properties of these matrix coecients.
Lemma T iYj T dp pij p ij nd b pP wY1 T iYj T dp pij p ij e two funtions in v 2 wF hen the followings re equivlentX (i) a P spanfvr bgD (ii) There exists a function P v 2 r such that for all p P w, and 1 T iY j T dp we have pij Y g pij r , where Y r denotes the inner product in v 2 r given by
and g p ij P v 2 r is given by g p ij dp lÀ1 pij p il jr . 
Clearly this is the same as an n bn with f n g nPz being a 2 k -periodic sequence. This was ®rst proved in [2] .
Proof. Let pY be an irreducible unitary representation of w. Fix an orthonormal basis fe i Y i 1Y F F F Y dpg of as in De®nition 1.2.1. Note that ap P End . The iY j entry of ap is given by ap e j Y e i w axpx e j Y e i dx w axp ij x dx pij dp X
In particular, ap e j dp l1 p lj dp e l X p bpe j Y e i p dp l1 p lj dp e l 2 3
Y e i 2 3 1 dp dp l1 p lj p e l Y e i 1 dp dp l1 plj 1 jr j hPr hph e l Y e i 1 dp 1 jr j hPr h dp l1 p lj p il h 1 dp Y g pij r X
Comparing the iY j entries of ap and p bp, the result follows. Ã
We can now characterize MR2. Observe that k k1 if and only if / k P spanfvq k1 / k1 g. Thus we have the following corollary. w, nd 1 T iY j T dp we hve / pij k k Y g pij k q k1 , where g pij k dp l1 / p lj k 1p il j q k1 X
Corollary 1.2.4 (Characterization of MR2

Characterization of MR3
Let G be a dense subgroup of M. (b) The theorem can be viewed as a compact group analog of a result of Wiener on translation invariant subspaces of v 2 R, see [5] .
Proof. i A ii. Suppose X T Y. Then there exists p P w such that f p is singular for all f in . Observe that the operator norm of f p is less than or equal to jf j v 1 T jf j v 2 , and so the map from v 2 w to End (p) given by f U 3 f p is continuous. Thus the set of f such that f p is singular is a closed set of v 2 q, and so f p is singular for all f P " v 2 w. Take f 0 dp" v p Y where v p is the character of the representation p. Then a simple computation shows that f 0 p is the identity operator in the representation space of p. We thus have contradiction.
(ii) A (i). Suppose " T v 2 w. Then there exists a non-zero function h P v 2 w which is orthogonal to V. By Lemma 1.1.4, g f h Ã 0 for f P . Pick p P w such that the p-isotypic component h Remark. In the classical case of w and q k fe
The result again is ®rst proved in [2] .
Existence and construction of orthonormal wavelets
Let fq k g For k 0Y 1Y F F F Y let k be the orthogonal complement of k in k1 with respect to the standard inner product of v 2 w. Since q k preserves the inner product, k is also a q k module.
By MR3, we have
q k acts on k and k1 via the restriction of the left regular representation of M. From MR1, we see that k v 2 q k as q k modules. Furthermore since k1 v 2 q k1 as q k1 modules, we have
as representations of q k ( [6] , p. 28 on induced representations). Let 
is an orthonormal basis of v 2 w, and so the set
gives orthonormal wavelets of v 2 w.
Construction of orthonormal wavelets
Let H be a ®nite group. Let / be a unitary representation of H in a Hilbert space H. Fix a ®nite set of vectors
Recall for 1 T iY j T m the associated functions f ij P v 2 r given by f ij h hu i Y /hu j i, h P r . Similarly de®ne g ij P v 2 r by g ij h hv i Y /hv j i, h P r . The purpose of this section is to construct explicitly fv i g 1 T i T m such that f/r v i g 1 T i T m is an orthonormal basis of V, given a basis f/r u i g 1 T i T m of V.
Recall also for any f P v 2 r , the operator Fourier transform f p at p P r de®ned by f p 1 jr j hPr f hph P EndpX For any set of linear operators f ij g 1 T iYj T m in a vector space W, denote e ij 1 T iYj T m the corresponding matrix. We may view A as an operator in m È Á Á Á È |{z} m by the following formula: 
for ll p P r F rere s dp is the identity opertor in the representtion spe of pF I 
we see by dimension counting that f k vmf Y m P q k1 À q k g is linearly independent, and so form a basis of k . Choose a set of representatives fx i X i 0Y 1Y F F F Y t k À 1g for the quotient q k1 aq k , where x 0 eX Let
is an orthonormal basis of k (see Section 2.1). Then
is an orthonormal basis of v 2 w.
A non-abelian example
Consider the in®nite dihedral group h I and its subgroups h n de®ned to be the following subgroups of qv 2 C with generators: A moment's re¯ection shows that h I is isomorphic to the semi-direct product ToZ 2 , where T fr a j a P 0Y 2pg and Z 2 f1Y sg, and h n Z n oZ 2 . In fact, h I is isomorphic to y 2 , the full orthogonal group in dimension two. Also as a set, h I fr a Y sr a j a P 0Y 2pg and
is an MR-group sequence of h I (cf. Example b in Section 1).
Facts about representations of h I and h n Y n even
We refer the reader to [6] for the following facts.
(a) Characters of h I . There are two irreducible representations of h I of degree one with the characters: 
there is an irreducible representation r j of degree two with the character
All irreducible representations of h n for n even are of the form
We now describe how representations of h I behave under restriction to h n for n even. We have Recall the irreducible representation p m of h I for m P N. We de®ne the matrix coecients fp Proof. MR1: Observe that k contains exactly each irreducible representation r of h 2 k with multiplicity equal to dim r. 
